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THE COLUMBUS AIRSOFT EXPO 2012

A WEEKEND
OF
HEROES
AND THE SSCC WAS THERE WITH DIORAMAS,
VEHICLES AND FIGURES - THE BEST OF 1:6th
For those of you that couldn’t
make the Weekend of Heroes in
Columbus at the beginning of the
month, you missed out. Toy Chest
and Collectibles, JP Hobbies, War
Structures and Esumthing4U were
the expo’s 1:6th vendors. The
show was primarily aimed at the
Airsoft Community, but our hobby
had a very healthy showing.
The SSCC Ohio did a fairly good-

JUNE MEETING

It was a great meeting night. There was
plenty of eye candy and a good crowd of
folks. Got some pictures for you .
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sized club display which featured
WWII, Vietnam and Modern
dioramas and a large selection of
vehicles and figures. Really, there
was pretty much something for
everyone in the display. Being
into Airsoft and 1:6th, I personally
enjoyed the combination of hobbies
as I really like ‘scoping out’ all the
weapons and gear that are available.
(Continued page 4)

FINDLAY REPORT

Just a few of the highlights from the
Military Vehicles Show.
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COLUMBUS SHOW
A Weekend of Heroes/
Airsoft Expo
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A look at the
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CLUB MEETING
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I wasn’t able to be at the June
meeting because of a Florida
vacation, but obviously there was
some great eye candy that evening.
As always the selection was varied
and reflected a wide variety of
interests. First, (1) a trio of WWII
American Pilots. I have lost my
notes that Hammer Six sent me, so
I don’t know who these belong to,
but they are great looking figures.
Next, (2) Dr. Zorkon’s skiing
James Bond. Pretty slick, would
like to know how he got that pose
to stay like that. (3) Abraham
Lincoln may have not met his
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end at Ford’s Theater after all.
Dr. Zorkon’s whimsical “Haircut
and a Shave”. (4) Trooper Tim’s
monthly Sci-Fi contribution is this
cool Mech Vehicle. He did a really
great job of piecing this vehicle
together into a unique looking
war machine. Nice job Tim. (5)
Finally, Panzercommander’s nicely
detailed German mortar team is
really sharp. As always, his figures
are loaded with detail, looking like
they walked right out of a period
photograph. Great job! Great
Meeting Guys, wish I could have
been there.
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FINDLAY

Just a few
highlights
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The Findlay Military Vehicles show
was just awesome. There were
roughly 180 real military vehicles
of all types and sizes on display at
the fairgrounds. Everything from
Jeeps to tanks; every time period
from WWII to modern day. I
snapped about 350 pictures over the

weekend and drooled on a number
of vehicles. The SSCC had a great
display of 1:6th military vehicles
on display; also WWII to modern
day, including Han’s Albin’s
beautiful scratch-built Panther
Tank and Hammer Six’s great
looking Marder III.

More of WOH
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...It was a great time
to meet folks...

...that we have corresponded with
on the internet. I didn’t get to meet
them all, but there were a number
of individuals there that frequent
the various online boards. And
there was a lot to see. Viaad was
there with a great looking scratchbuilt 234 and a beautifully done
Hetzer. Panzercommander had his
fantastic T-34 and crew on display
as well as a lot of great-looking
American figures in our WWII
display. Drone7771 had a wonderful selection of WWII figures on
display, Black Jack had a beautiful modern diorama and of course
Dr. Zorkon supplied figures for the
WWII and Modern displays as well
as some Modern vehicles. For the
limited amount of space we had, we
really packed it full. Of course it is
just a small sample of what will be
at Ft. Thomas in November; you’ll
want to make plans to be there.
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